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Motivation 
Students will learn about the cause of northern lights and the associated mythology and legends.  
They will make a stencil and use the style of Japanese Nagomi Pastels to create a drawing of 
Northern lights. 
 
Student Objectives 

• Discover the science and legend of the Northern Lights 
• Introduce students to the art of Nagomi Pastels 
• Learn to layer and blend color 
• Use subtractive method to make lines 

Historical and Cultural Connections 
What are the Northern Lights? 
The bright dancing lights of the aurora are actually collisions between electrically charged particles 
from the sun that enter the earth's atmosphere. The lights are seen above the magnetic poles of the 
northern and southern hemispheres and are only visible at night. They are known as 'Aurora borealis' 
in the north and 'Aurora australis' in the south.  Auroral displays appear in many forms from patches 
or scattered clouds of light to streamers, arcs, rippling curtains or shooting rays that light up the sky 
with an eerie glow. 
 
Causes of the Northern Lights? 
The northern lights are caused by electrons being blown out by the solar wind. It's like the sun 
burping out these really small particles (the electrons) into the air. These tiny electrons mix with gases 
in the Earth’s atmosphere, which makes them glow.  Oxygen gives off green and red light. Nitrogen 
glows blue and purple: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Reference: https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/aurora/en)  
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The charged particles are largely deflected by the earth's magnetic field. However, the earth's 
magnetic field is weaker at either pole and therefore some particles enter the earth's atmosphere and 
collide with gas particles. These collisions emit light that we perceive as the dancing lights of the 
north (and the south). 
 
This Nasa video explains the chemistry behind the colors of this awe-inspiring wonder. 
https://youtu.be/PgIKsuZ3RZU 
 
Myths and legends of the Lights 
'Aurora borealis', the lights of the northern hemisphere, means 'dawn of the north'. 'Aurora australis' 
means 'dawn of the south'. In Roman myths, Aurora was the goddess of the dawn. Many cultural 
groups have legends about the lights. In medieval times, auroral displays were seen as harbingers of 
war or famine. The Maori of New Zealand shared a belief with many northern people of Europe and 
North America that the lights were reflections from torches or campfires. 
 
There are many Indigenous legends about the northern lights all across North America. The Inuit of 
Alaska believed that the lights were the spirits of the animals they hunted: the seals, salmon, deer, 
and beluga whales. The Menominee Indians of Wisconsin believed that the lights indicated the 
location of giants who were the spirits of great hunters and fishermen. Other aboriginal peoples 
believed that the lights were the spirits of their people. 
 
Best Time/Place to See the Northern Lights 
The best time to see the northern lights is when the skies are clearest. Winter and spring — or 
between December and April — are the best times to see them. You can see the lights best between 
10 p.m. and 2 a.m. (way past your bedtime!). The best place to see the northern lights in Canada is 
way up north in the Yukon Territories.  So, dress warm. 
 
Nagomi Pastel Art 
“Nagomi” (Chinese/Japanese character: 和 means “tranquility, relaxation and stability”. Created by 
Hosoya Norikatsu in 2002, this Japanese style of pastel art is known for its therapeutic and calming 
effect.  It’s a very popular art form especially in Asia.  Unlike in drawing/painting where instruments 
like pens and brushes are used, one who engages in Nagomi Pastel usually scrape off the powder 
from pastel sticks (with a blade or a coin) and uses stencils and fingers to apply the color on paper in 
a circular motion. Blending two or more colors together will produce a gradient effect that Nagomi 
Pastel Art is well known for.  It’s important to note that the focus is not the finished work or the applied 
technique, but the creative process and its calming, relaxing effect on the artist.  It is suitable for 
beginners without any previous knowledge as well as for advanced hobby artists.  
 
Note: The process was slightly modified for this project.  Instead of using a blade or coin to scrape the 
color off the pastel stick, students use a cotton swab and fingers to pick up color and apply it directly 
on to the paper thereby limiting chalk dust. 
 
Vocabulary 
Nagomi Pastel:  It is a form of Japanese art healing founded in Japan, using pastels and fingers to 
create a gentle, transparent, warm, and heart-touching art through simple yet unique ways of painting 
techniques. The kanji character of “NAGOMI” is ‘和’, which means harmony. 
Stencil:  A piece of material (as a sheet of paper or plastic) that has lettering, or a design cut out 
and is used as a guide to produce the letters or design. 
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Supplies: Per Student 
• Mixed media paper 7” X 10” white 98Lb. 
• Studio pastel set: yellow, green, blue, light blue, black, pink, or purple 
• Cotton Swabs 5-7  
• White card stock 8 ½” X 11” 
• Regular hard eraser  
• Kneaded eraser cut into 6 pieces: 1 piece per student 
• Masking tape ½” wide: Enough to frame the paper and to hold template in place while working 
• Pencil 
• Scissors 
• Aerosol Hairspray fixative USED ONLY BY ADULTS OUTDOORS 
• Glue stick: For affixing AAYF Label 
• Paper towel: 1 lightly dampened with water and 1 dry for cleaning fingers 

 
Pre-prep:  
1. Reduce the tackiness of the masking tape by padding it on cloth or arm first.   
2. Place the masking tape around the edges of the drawing paper. This will create a white frame  
    when the tape is later removed. 
3. Tear off excess to use for holding stencils in place during process. 
 
Artistic Process 
1. Cut 1/3 of the card stock into two pieces (long way, 1/3, 2/3). 
2. Tape the smaller pieces on the bottom 1/3 of the drawing paper (to cover the ocean area.)  The  

area exposed will be the sky. 
3. Use yellow pastel to cover across the sky above the ocean and blend with a finger in a circular 

motion.   
4. Use green pastel to cover area above yellow.  Blend part of the green area with yellow to create 

the transition of colors. 
5. Use purple or dark blue pastel to cover area above green.  Blend part of the blue/purple area with 

green to create the transition of colors. 
6. Use black pastel to cover area above blue/purple.  Blend part of the black area with blue/purple to 

create the transition of colors. 
7. Draw and cut a wavy line using the larger piece of card stock. This is your stencil for the lights. 
8. Place and tape the stencil on the sky area. 
9. Use a regular hard eraser to draw along the wavey edge. Remove pastel next to the edge. 
10. Use a kneaded eraser to create angle lines from the edge toward the top of the drawing paper  
11. Use a swab to pick up some light blue, light purple or pink pastels and add/blend to the light. 
12. Move the card stock 1” down to create the 2nd set of light (repeat Steps 9-11). 
13. Flip up the card stock from the ocean area to cover and protect the sky area 
14. Color the ocean with green, dark blue/purple, and black pastels with the lighter color close to the 

ocean and dark color near the bottom edge of the paper. 
15. Remove the card stock. 
16. Flip the stencil with the wavy edge down and place on the ocean area. 
17. Use kneaded eraser to draw along the wavy edge to create the reflection of the light on the water. 
18. Use the other card stock to cover the ocean and align the edge of the card stock with the horizon. 
19. Draw the hill on the horizon with black pastel and blend. 
20. Bend some black color below the horizon to create reflection of the hill on water. 
21. Adult only to lightly spray with aerosol hairspray to set pastels. 
22. With clean hands, carefully remove the masking tape on the edge. 
23. Sign name in lower right-hand corner of the white frame.  
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Project Notes: 
• When applying color with pastel stick use the flat, longs side of the pastel.  Using the point or 

edge will create darker lines that will not blend easily. 
•  Lift artwork upward onto scrap paper and tap excess chalk off onto the scrap paper.  Never  

 blow it around. 
•  Wipe fingers when necessary, with a lightly dampened paper towel. Dry with other paper   

 towel to make sure hands are no longer wet when continuing to blend pastels. 
•  Adults only use the aerosol spray to set the pastels.  This should be done outdoors or  

 in a well ventilated room.  Spray a light coat from a bit of distance to avoid leaving spots on   
 the artwork. 

•  Clean hands before slowly removing tape. 

Aesthetic Valuing 
1. Had you used chalk pastels before to create a work of art? 
2. Did you prefer to blend the pastels with your fingers or swab. 
3. Were you successful in creating lines by erasing chalk? 
4. Was the process calming and relaxing? 
Presenting Artist 
Lee-Jean Lin is the founder of Art Experience. She uses art to guide children through the creative 
process so that they have the tools to empower their own lives. She also runs "Art Experience Night" 
to provide a casual and fun environment for adults to create their own works of art. 
She has served as a docent for the Palos Verdes Art Center and was a docent in Torrance's 
"Adventures in Art" programs for 10 years.  When her children age out of the program, she crossed 
the bridge and became the presenting artist for several South Bay art programs, including Torrance 
Adventures in Art. 
 
Lee-Jean is the recent recipient of Certificate of Congressional Recognition from Congressman Ted 
Lieu and an award from South Bay Chinese Woman Association, respectively, for her involvement in 
Art Education and Community Service. 
 
Lee-Jean was brought up in a family of artists and architects and has been practicing art as her life-
long passion. She has a bachelor’s degree in Psychology and a Masters in Engineering. Her 
extensive psychology background, experience from raising a child with special needs, and more than 
20 year's corporate experience as a designer give her unique perspective to children's art education. 
She believes in making art part of life and, therefore, enjoys creating art projects with materials 
readily available in our daily lives. 
 
Contact Info: 
Art Experience Studio 
4721 Torrance Blvd., Torrance, CA 90503 
(310) 365-9287  
www.ArtEperienceStudio.com   
 
   Art At Your Fingertips is a Palos Verdes Art Center school-based outreach program in partnership with the 
   Palos Verdes Unified School District and the Palos Verdes Library District. Founded in 1976, this volunteer  
   program annually brings quality visual arts education to almost 7,000 transitional kindergarten through fifth  
   grade students at public and private schools on the Palos Verdes Peninsula as well as schools and  
   organizations beyond the Peninsula. 
 

We thank PTA, PTO, and Booster Club for their support. 
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